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Abstract: Due to dramatically increased usage of internet we are proposing our system online. Crimeidentification should be in such a way that
the crime measures get reduced in society. Crime identification is the very crucial stage nowadays. Hence we are trying to propose a new web
application, to ease of access, by the views of Police and Public. In this paper, not only we are having the crime identification system but also we
are going to add some more features like fraud detection system of Government Identity Proof, Home owner’s renter’s verification. We are
trying to implement this application at district level under consideration of Crime measures and process of crime registration. After successful
implementation, we will try to make it worldwide.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Online management of complaint registration and
criminal details for fast service. Identity crime is
defined as broadly as possible in this paper. At one
extreme, synthetic identity fraud refers to the use of
plausible but fictitious identities. These are effortless to
create but more difficult to apply successfully. At the
other extreme, real identity theft refers to illegal use of
innocent people’s complete identity details. These can
be harder to obtain (although large volumes of some
identity data are widely available) but easier to
successfully apply. In reality, identity crime can be
committed with a mix of both synthetic and real identity
details.[1] we will discuss some terminology that is
used in criminal justice and police departments and
compare and contrast them relative to data mining
systems.[2]also we are checking or detecting the frauds
of government identity proofs in another domain by
storing the original data on the centrally located
database of the admin. Now this becomes unsecure to
the public to store their personal confidential data
online. Hence we are applying a des algorithm to secure
or encrypt such type of confidential data from the admin
database. [3] the third module is the police department’s
module, in which the cops are going to update the data
in their own database server also and in the admin
database also. [5] nextmodule is house owner’s module.
In this module we are proposing the advance system for
the house owners to register the details of the renter
online to the database of the admin. [6]

II. MOTIVATION
As we all know the increasing in the measure in the crime
numbers in the India we are trying to do some contribution
to help the government authorities and police department
by proposing this pepper.A show in the Figure 1 the range
of the crime in some cases like murder, kidnap is
increasing rapidly from 1983.we are trying to develop a
system which will help to the public to register their
complaint online within very short time and homeowner
can verify their renters document online within short
period. In today’s police application we can see the details
of the register crime but we cannot register the crime
compliant [7].so we are trying to develop the application
through public can register their crime complaint online
and can see the details of complaints as well as verification
of renter’s document process can be more easy for the
homeowners

Fig1. Increasing Criminal Record

III. AIM
Online management of complaint registration and
criminal details for fast service. Identity crime is
defined as broadly as possible in this paper. At one
extreme, synthetic identity fraud refers to the use of
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plausible but fictitious identities. These are effortless to
create but more difficult to apply successfully. At the
other extreme, real identity theft refers to illegal use of
innocent people’s complete identity details. These can
be harder to obtain (although large volumes of some
identity data are widely available) but easier to
successfully apply. In reality, identity crime can be
committed with a mix of both synthetic and real identity
details.

V.

EXPLANATION OF IMPLEMENTED METHODS

A.

FRAUD DETECTION OF GOVERNMENT ID PROOFS

We are checking or detecting the frauds of
government identity proofs in another domain by
storing the original data on the centrally located
database of the admin. And also we are accepting
the thumbprints of the user so that the duplication
can be avoided

IV. RELATED WORK
There are no data mining layers of defense to protect
against credit application fraud, each with its unique
strengths and weaknesses. The first existing defense is
made up of business rules and scorecards. In Australia,
one business rule is the hundred-point physical identity
check test which requires the applicant to provide
sufficient point-weighted identity documents face-toface. They must add up to at least 100 points, where a
passport is worth 70 points. Another business rule is to
contact (or investigate) the applicant over the telephone
or Internet. The above two business rules are highly
effective, but human resource intensive. To rely less on
human resources, a common business rule is to match
an application’s identity number, address, or phone
number against external databases. This is convenient,
but the public telephone and address directories,
semipublic voters’ register, and credit history data can
have data quality issues of accuracy, completeness, and
timeliness. In addition, scorecards for credit scoring can
catch a small percentage of fraud which does not look
creditworthy; but it also removes outlier applications
which have a higher probability of being fraudulent.
The second existing defense is known fraud matching.
Here, known frauds are complete applications which
were confirmed to have the intent to defraud and
usually periodically recorded into a blacklist.
Subsequently, the current applications are matched
against the blacklist. This has the benefit and clarity of
hindsight because patterns often repeat themselves.
However, there are two main problems in using known
frauds. First, they are untimely due to long time delays,
in days or months, for fraud to reveal itself, and be
reported and recorded. This provides a window of
opportunity for fraudsters. Second, recording of frauds
is highly manual. This means known frauds can be
incorrect [8], expensive, difficult to obtain [9], [10], and
have the potential of breaching privacy.

Fig2. Fraud detection of the government identity proofs.

B. POLICE DEPARTMENT
In this module, the cops are going to update the
data in their own database server also and in the
admin database also. Now what is this data? This
type of data which is going to be added by the
cops is the criminal record of the police station.
This database is managed region vise. The police
department’s members are going to be have unique
user id for login purpose. These registered officers
will store the criminal data such as crime, criminal
details, etc. on both the database servers. [5]

Fig3. Police Department

C.

HOUSE OWNER

In this module we are proposing the advance
system for the house owners to register the details
of the renter online to the database of the admin. In
real time system, for verification purpose the
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house owners need to go to the respected police
stations. This becomes very tedious job; hence we
are implementing it online. The house owner only
need to update all the documents of the renter to
the admin database, whereas the admin will verify
all those documents with the police database and
will give review to the house owner.[6]

3. Separate R, G and B by image segmentation process.
4. Apply thresholding process to remove noise.
5. Find the thinning of images by morphological
operations.
6. Find features of extracted images.
7. Find the differences of two images.
8. If differences are detected, then images are not
same, else they are same.
B. Proposed Parameter: Signal Quality

Fig4. House Owner

VI. ALGORITHM

This term is often used to characterise the signal at the
output of decoder. There is no universally accepted
measure for signal quality.One measure that is often
cited is the signal to noise ratio SNR, which can be
expressed as eq. (1):

A. FINGERPRINT MATCHING
Given two set of features of two fingerprint
images, minutia match algorithm determines whether
two minutia sets are from same finger or not. An
alignmentbased match procedure is used. It includes
two consecutive stages: one is alignment stage and
second is match stage [16].
Alignment stage. Given two fingerprint images to be
matched, any one feature from each image is chosen,
and similarity of feature points is calculated. If
similarity is larger than a threshold, each set of features
is changed to a new coordination system whose origin
is at referenced point and whose x-axis is coincident
with direction of referenced point.

The noise signal energy is defined as energy measured
for a hypothetical signal that is difference between the
encoder input signal and the decoder output signal. Note
that, SNR , defined here is given in decibels (dB). In the
case of images, PSNR (peak signal-to-noise ratio) is
used instead of SNR
The fingerprint image must be pre-processed before
matching. For fingerprint matching, it requires two
input images. One is of victim and one for comparison.
VII.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Match stage: After obtaining two set of transformed
minutia points, elastic match algorithm is used to
count matched minutia pairs by assuming two
minutia having nearly same position and direction are
identical.
B. Design and Implementation
In recent years, there have been significant
advancements in algorithms and architectures for the
processing of image. These advancements have
proceeded along several directions.
A. Proposed Algorithm of Fingerprinting Matching

Fig6. System Architecture

1. Read two input images manually.
2. Find the enhancement of images by mean
adjustment technique.
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VIII.

FLOW OF DATA
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Fig6. Data Flow Diagram

IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have developed an application of Online
Crime-Fraud Detection System (OCFDS). The process of
crime registration at district level is provided in this
application online itself. We have used four different
modules as- Police, Public, house owner, and government
agency. We have suggested a method for posting the
complaints online, Verifying renters documents online,
detecting the fraud of duplication of government identity
proofs, police can also do store the criminal data onto the
database of Police itself and admin which is centrally
located. Comparative studies reveal that the Accuracy of
the system is close to 75 percent over a wide variation in
the input data. The system is scalable for handling large
amount of database.
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